
AF1098: 4 Bedroom Cortijo for Sale in Baza, Granada

Cortijo Clement - A country house in the Baza area. (Renovated)

Cortijo with 1191 m² built, of which 304 m² usable area, 7745 m² plot area, 4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 2 toilets, fully
equipped kitchen, spacious living area, 2 swimming pools, palm trees and olive trees, pellet stove, pre-installation central
heating, shutters, terraces , parking

This beautiful cortijo is located in Baza, a 5-minute drive from the motorway which offers easy access in all directions. Due
to the location of the cortijo and the plants, there is no noise pollution from the motorway.

Baza is a city located in the north of the province of Granada. It is connected by road on the A-92 north, just 120 km from
Federico García Lorca Granada-Jaén Airport, bordering the provinces of Jaén, Almería and Murcia.
In Baza you will find absolutely everything. There are schools, shops, supermarkets, pharmacies, hospitals, doctors, DIY
stores and numerous bars and restaurants.

Upon arrival at the house, we immediately notice that there are no direct neighbors and that it is completely surrounded
by fields. The entire plot is fenced and a large electric gate gives us access to the property. We arrive at the house via a long
driveway between palm and olive trees, where there is sufficient parking space for at least 5 cars.

The outside of the cortijo was completely covered with gray natural stone, which provides a striking style. To the left of the
cortijo we have an open area where the terraces are located and here we also have the 2 connected swimming pools. On
the right we have the entrance door of the house.

When we enter this beautiful cortijo, we immediately enter the enormous living space finished with beautiful natural stone
floors and many striking details such as the ceiling, the rear wall of the living space that was partly finished with natural
stone and of course the beautiful and imposing spiral staircase in natural stone. In the living room we also find a pellet
stove and we see that the pre-installation is present for the central heating.

To the left of the living space we have a fully equipped stylish kitchen with more than enough storage space and equipped
with all necessary equipment. Here too, the walls between the cupboards were finished with marble.

On the right side of the living room we have a hall where we find 3 spacious bedrooms, all with natural stone floors and a
tasteful bathroom with toilet, bidet, double marble sink and walk-in shower. Here again, the walls and floor were

✓ 4 Bedrooms ✓ 2 Bathrooms ✓ 304m² Build size
✓ 7,745m² Plot size ✓ Private Pool ✓

450,000€ ≃£385,079
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